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Abstract—This work presents an implemented, and where
allowed, openly-available programmable analog standard cell library in the open-source skywater 130nm bulk CMOS processes.
Standard CMOS elements enable programmablility for many
standard-cell components, eliminating the need for large number
of device geometries required in classic analog design. This effort
presents the methodology in developing these analog standard cell
library. The standard cell library was designed to integrate with
digital open-source synthesis tools.

Digital standard-cell libraries are ubiquitous for custom
digital IC design (Fig. 1), enabling tool abstraction for compiling from higher-level representations (e.g. [1]) as well as
research into automated generation of digital standard cells
[2]. Analog standard cell libraries are not used because of
the far larger number of cells required for basic functionality
due the large number of classical analog design parameters
(Fig. 1). The previous history of attempts at analog standard
cell approaches is sparse (e.g. history described in [3]) with no
system design expectation. Although one can generate a list of
generic standard cells, without programmable parameters ([4],
[5], [6]), the library block size is nearly intractable, requiring
many different transistor width (W) and length (L) to set
bias currents and other device parameters, and dealing with
restrictions due to transistor mismatch (e.g. VT 0 mismatch).
This work presents a programmable analog standard cell
library (Fig. 1), motivated by previous educational efforts [3],
developed and taped out in the Skywater 130nm open-source
CMOS process1 , where the entire design was developed with
open-source tools (e.g. magic, Xschem), as well as the cells
are openly available to be integrated into additional designs.
Analog programmability is essential. Cell level programmability greatly reduces the complexity of an analog library,
where parameters such as bias currents and voltage offsets
are programmed instead of set by multiple transistor sizes.
I. P ROGRAMMABLE FG S TANDARD C ELL L IBRARY
This library achieves programmability using Floating-Gate
(FG) devices possible on standard IC CMOS processes, and
the FG cell design sets the structure for this standard cell
library. The FG programmability [7], [8], as well as extensive
experimental measurements and modeling of these devices
gives reasonable confidence for or first-pass results. Often FG
parameters are uncertain during design as such structures are
1 Cells

and design available at https://gitlab.com/um-ece/ftl-lab/hilas
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Fig. 1. Digital standard cells enable large-scale synthesis. This effort demonstrates an programmable analog standard-cell library designed in multiple IC
processes (350nm, 130nm, and 14nm) that could utilize existing standard
place-and-route tools.

not characterized in a particular IC process, or not characterized in a way that directly translates to the design.
Developing an FG device in a CMOS process requires
understanding the availability of the input capacitors and the
tunneling junction capacitance (Fig. 2) to the gate conductor
layer. The FG node is entirely made of the gate conductor layer
with no contacts to this layer (Fig. 2) to avoid any long-term
charge leakage paths. Long-term (e.g. 10 year) FG retention
requires SiO2 insulators greater or equal to 5nm CMOS (e.g.
thicker insulator in 130nm). Hot-electron injection in pFET
devices, the method for precisely programming electrons on
the FG node, robustly operates for subthreshold and nearthreshold currents across process nodes and temperatures with
fairly predictable operating ranges (e.g. [9]). Vinj is the highvoltage supply that gets raised for injection. the chip Vdd does
not move under programming.
FG development requires choosing between various implementation capacitors to the FG node (Fig. 2). More capacitors available gives the IC designer more options. In some
processes two-layers of polysilicon or a direct capacitor to
the polysilicon layer is available, enabling linear capacitors
including in a vertical stack, but this option was not available
in Skywater’s 130nm CMOS process. A typical CMOS process
without two-layers of polysilicon (e.g. 130nm) has varactor
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Fig. 2. A Floating-Gate (FG) circuit device requires a thick-insulator pFET
for circuit operation and hot-electron injection programming, a single gate
conductor with no contacts between elements, at least one input capacitor,
and one tunneling capacitor. The capacitors for a typical bulk CMOS process
(e.g. 130nm CMOS) include varactors (n+ in nwell) and gate to diffusion
overlap capacitors. Tunneling capacitor uses a minimal size capacitor, where
the input capacitor(s) are typically a larger size. The total capacitance (CT )
sets FG programming timing.

II. P ROGRAMMABLE S TANDARD C ELL L IBRARY D ESIGN
AND I MPLEMENTATION
The methodology for this programmable standard-cell library developed from compiling, targeting and use of analog
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Fig. 3. Program (Prog) and run (run) mode. A system that uses analog devices
and computation with inputs and outputs in run mode must be reconfigured
to a standard crossbar array in program mode.
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capacitors as well as gate-to-source–drain overlap capacitors
to the polysilicon gate layer. Varactor capacitors, n+ regions
in nwell, are commonly used structures for single-poly FG
structures [9]. Gate-to-source–drain overlap capacitors use
the overlap capacitance to create a linear capacitance; the
resulting layout tends to be drawn in a waffle configuration to
maximize this overlap capacitance per unit area. These overlap
capacitances also provide a guard-ring to the substrate, reducing the breakdown in the device, and in-turn, increasing the
operating voltage operation before reaching breakdown effects.
These capacitances typically match well between devices. The
standard cell designs includes both approaches.
Tunneling junctions are varactors (Fig. 2) with minimal
gate capacitance to minimize tunneling voltage coupling into
the FG allowing for lower tunneling operating voltages (e.g.
10-11V for 130nm CMOS). Vtun is the high-voltage signal
/ supply that is raised for electron tunneling. The higher
tunneling capacitor voltage requires additional well-spacing
because of the larger depletion regions. Tunneling through
high-quality gate insulator results in large number of equivalent write cycles (e.g. > 109 ) [10]. The tunneling through
high-quality insulator requires significant spacing between the
tunneling well and other wells. Overlap capacitors require less
area spacing between tunneling and active devices.
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Fig. 4. llustration of program (Prog) and run (run) mode using the FG Gate
Capacitor cells. The FG Gate cell conforms to a single crossbar element and
a capacitor circuit element by reconfiguring T-gates set by the run or prog
signals. The indirect FG elements use an additional pFET switch to select
only a particular column, enabling high-isolation and wide-range (10pA to
100’s µA) current measurement and programming.

and mixed-signal systems (e.g. [11]) derived from educational
experience [3]. Programmable analog design changes analog
design assumptions, eliminating the need for feedback around
high-gain amplifiers to guarantee sufficient accuracy typical
in a fixed design space. FG programming after fabrication can
directly be employed in a fielded part with precision (e.g. [11],
[12], [13]) over the entire subthreshold and above threshold
range (e.g. 1pA to 10µA) [8], enabling setting a desired
transconductance, output resistance, thermal noise level, and
time constant, as well as these programmable systems can be
insensitive to environmental conditions such as temperature or
power supply variations (e.g. [12], [13], [14]).
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Fig. 5. The 130nm CMOS proposed analog standard cell library composed of Analog and FG cells. Analog Cells: The analog cells utilize a number of
fine-grain components (e.g. Transistors) and medium level components (e.g. Transconductance amplifiers, Comparators), for system compilation. The TA have
different linear range (VL ) depending on their coupling capacitors. These cells only require a finite number of options to cover most system cases. FG cells:
The FG cells utilize two values of total FG capacitance (CT ), with the Crossbar cell having a single smaller CT , and the FG Gate cell has a single larger
CT . The library includes Varactor (V) and Overlap (O) Capacitors.

FG devices have near ideal selectivity in a two-dimensional
crossbar array (Fig. 3) [7], [9]. FG circuits have two modes of
operation, program mode (prog) and run mode (run), and the
circuitry must reconfigure to enable both modes (Fig. 3). When
in program mode (prog = 1), multiple circuit parts remain at
the operating Vdd , although they could be set at 0V. These
techniques have been standard for programming heterogeneous
groups of FG devices [15], [11]. The reconfigure circuitry
between prog and run is highly dependent on the particular
element. For a set of switch cells (Fig. 4), no reconfigurability
is required inside the core cell element, but can be handled at
the edges of the array. Other circuits require explicit switches
(e.g. T-gate switches) to reconfigure between prog and run
(Fig. 4). When using FG cells that have the one or two gate
lines as a cell input (Fig. 4), the gate line must have switches
between the cell input(s) and the particular column gate line
control for programming. Using indirect programming tech-

niques removes requiring a T-gate on the transistor drain line
by having separate paths for computation and programming.
The infrastructure required directly impacts each standard cell
design, as well as core line routing and alignment.
The 130nm programmable standard library is a typical standard bulk CMOS flow (Fig. 5). This finite set of programmable
cells provide a wide range of computational functions (e.g.
[11]), including signal conditioning and filtering using TA
and capacitor elements, mixed-signal DACs as well as derived ADC components, transmission gates for modulation
and signal flow, and Vector-Matrix Multiplication (VMM)
through the crossbar cells. The Winner-Take-All (WTA) block
enables a number of mixed-signal computations, including
a VMM+WTA classifer, a structure that densely implements
classification / inference / on-chip embedded machine learning
[11]. Additional cells going forward could include latched
comparitor explicit Bandpass Filter, amplitude, and zero-
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crossing blocks, explicit high-voltage digital blocks (e.g. shiftregisters), as well as charge-pump blocks.
The FG switch cells set the structure and pitch of the FGbased Standard Cell library (Fig. 5). Cell names all have
the prefix sky130_hilas_ in the 130nm library. Pitch,
or vertical size, of all cells is 6.5µm for this Skywater
130nm CMOS process, set by the 4 FG crossbar switches
(swc4x2cell). Core FG cell is an indirect programmed switch
with an additional cutoff transistor[16], [11]. For these cells,
Vdd would be from 1.5V to 1.8V, Vinj would be 1.5-6V, and
Vtun would operate at 1.8V and occasionally at 0V and 1112V. The well definition is the same for either 1.8V and 5V
devices and sets the well-to-well spacing for all devices except
for a larger well-to-well spacing for tunneling capacitors.
This structure provides core functionality for more complex
blocks, such as the FG TA block. The number of different total
FG capacitance (CT ) needs to be minimized as FG device
programming timing is proportional to CT ; this standard cell
library uses only two CT values. These core analog cells often
have smaller subcomponents (Fig. 6) that could be used or
modified by the user, although they are not in the core pitch
and not explicitly discussed. The FG characterization structure
(e.g. FGcharacterization01) provides a physics FG characterization, where the TA fixes the FG node while measuring low
currents through a current integrator structure.
III. S UMMARY
This discussion shows the design of a programmable analog
standard cell library in Skywaters open-source 130nm CMOS
prccess. Programmability eliminates the need for large number
of device geometries required in classic analog design library.
Programmable standard cells were defined, reduced to practice
in layout, are in process for fabrication using a core test structure, and have the framework defined to be used with standard
synthesis tools. Developing standard cells in different bulk

CMOS processes demonstrated these techniques are applicable
to a range of CMOS processes.
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